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Over the past 30 years, the numbers of brewers and beer wholesalers have moved in very 

different directions. While the number ofbrewers/brewe1ies has exploded, b1inging us to a 

number not seen since the 1870s, the beer wholesaling industry has been undergoing significant 

consolidation. Although there exist varying estimates on the full extent of this consolidation, 

every group keeping statistics on beer wholesalers notes a dramatic decrease in their number, 

even as the beer market has grown and/or stayed flat. In all, this has dramatically changed the 

economic power relationship between beer wholesalers and the vast majority of brewers, 98% of 

which are cun·ently small and independent. 

Looking at data over the long-term, we can see that the number of beer wholesalers 

peaked in the immediate period following the repeal of Prohibition and has (with a few brief 

exceptions) been declining ever since [see Figure 1]. Unfortunately for the purposes of the 

committee, this data is national rather than Pennsylvania-specific, but there are numerous recent 

examples of wholesaler consolidation in the state that align with the national trend. 1 Since 

wholesaler permits aren't always a reliable measure of the actual number of wholesale firms 

operating in the market place, the wholesale data from 1990-on aggregates data from multiple 

sources, which is intended to improve its accuracy and reliability [see Figure 2]. 

1 Examples of Pennsylvania firms eliminated by consolidation include: Sheffer; Lutheran Holdings, LLC; Spaz 
Beverage Company; Watson Kinda & Sons, Inc.; Eagle Distributing Company; and United Beverage ofNEPA, 
LLC. Given the current regulatory environment in Pennsylvania, it is possible that beer wholesaler consolidation is 
somewhat lower than the national average. Nevertheless, even if this were to be the case, it is likely that the 
Pennsylvania beer wholesale market has seen proportional declines similar to those seen in other states. 



Figure 1. Number of Beer Wholesalers, 1887- 2011 
Source: Beer Institute 
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Figure 2. Number of Beer Wholesalers, 1990-2010 
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From shmily after the repeal of prohibition until the late 1970s, the brewing indusliy 
experienced similar consolidation. However, stmiing in the early 1980s, there has been an 
ongoing explosion in the number of breweries. Depending on which data source is used for the 
number of wholesalers, the number of breweries passed the number of beer wholesalers 
sometime during the period fi·om 2008-2010 [See Figure 3]. This marks the first time since at 
least that late 19'h centmy that there are more breweries than beer wholesalers and given cmrent 
tJ·ends, this will be the case for the foreseeable future2 

Figure 3. Number of Breweries vs. Beer 
Wholesalers, 1990 -July 2013 
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In fact, recent data points and industry projections suggest that the gap is only widening. 
Independent Group Consulting has predicted that by the year 2020, 200 to 225 beer wholesalers 
will do 90% of the beer wholesale volume nationally. At the same time, breweries are opening 
at a rate of more than one a day, with 409 opening in 2012. 

This is not to imply that all wholesalers are larger market players than all brewers. In 
fact, much of the consolidation of wholesalers was in response to consolidation in the macro
beer market. Today, two large players, Anheuser-Busch Inbev and Miller Coors, control above 
75% of the US beer market by volume. Similarly, there are both large and small wholesalers. 
Neve1iheless, the wholesale market is still much more evenly distributed than the beer market, 
with its two large domestic players, and a host of much smaller brewers. This means that the 

2 The Beer Institute has been tracking these figures since 1887. 2010 was the first year where the Brewer's 
Almanac listed more breweries than wholesalers. 



average wholesaler has a relatively weak market position relative to the big brewers, but a 
relatively strong position relative to the average small brewer. 

This contrast can be seen in Table I below. The size of beer wholesalers has grown in line with 
large producers, whereas small producers have not only proliferated, but remained relatively 
small on average. This suggests that although beer wholesalers may still require regulatory 
protections against large producers, it may make sense to re-evaluate regulations on wholesaler
brewer interactions for small players. In recent years, state legislatures have recognized the 
limited dis!iibution options for small brewers in many markets and the relative bargaining power 
of beer wholesalers in relation to small brewers. 

Table I. Average Size of Beer Wholesalers, Large Brewers, and Small Brewers 1970, 1990, and 
2012 

Mean Bbls Shipped/ Mean Domestic Bbls/ MeanBbls/ 
# of Beer Wholesalers3 (#) Large Producers4 (#) Small Producer5 (#) 

1970 20,000 (6,006) 16 Million (2) -400 (65) 

1990 59,000 (3,254) 35 Million (5) -3,000 (211) 

2012 150,000 (1,466) 79 Million (2) -5,600 (2347) 

To address reduced distribution options for small brewers, several state laws now permit small 
brewers to self-distribute, which usually only makes economic sense for a small producer in its 
home market. The small brewer must obtain a license and file the same state reports that 
wholesalers file. On the issue of wholesaler termination, New Y ark and Illinois have set up 
te1mination processes that allow a small brewer or successor wholesaler to pay fair market value 
to a terminated wholesaler. This is a common-sense and equitable approach to ending a business 
relationship that is not working with no risk to state control of alcohol beverage distribution. In 
most cases, a new wholesaler is appointed and assumes state regulatory responsibilities. 

States could also allow small brewers and wholesalers to work out their own solutions to 
termination. For example, many commercial agreements include equitable valuation processes 
upon termination of a business relationship. All beer wholesalers have access to sophisticated 

contract attorneys and can negotiate reasonable terms to end a relationship with a small brewer in 
a manner that is fair to both parties. 

3 1970 data from Beer Institute. 1990 and 2012 data calculated from average ofBI, IBG, and BBl. 
4 Defined as 10.0 or more million barrels. 1970 and 1990 data from R.S. Weinberg (2001). 
5 Defined as less than 2.0 million barrels in 1970 and 1990; 6 million in 2012. Sources: R.S. Weinberg (2001) and 
the Brewers Association (2013). 



The growing size of beer wholesalers can also be seen in the increasing diversity of their 
pmifolios. For instance, the Independent Beverage Group finds that across the MillerCoors 
network, over the past five years the average number of SKUs carried by wholesalers has 
increased from 250 to 550. It also creates a situation where wholesalers may provide varying 
levels of service across their pmifolio (IBG, 2012). This futiher strengthens the logic of 
increasing flexibility in existing franchise laws to account for evolving wholesaler-producer 
relationships. 
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